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Sit-to-stand benches that create more space  
for more people to work comfortably

Nevi Link

Fit more people into your office without sacrificing  
their comfort with Nevi Link. This sit-to-stand bench 
encourages regular movement and condenses your  

real estate footprint through a streamlined design.  
It’s how we’re helping you create an active and efficient  
office and a healthy bottom line.





Enhance Employee Health

Most people are inactive for over 21 hours a day, which can 
lead to fatigue and health problems. Nevi Link encourages 
regular movement from seated to standing and back again, 
boosting energy levels and productivity for people.  

Optimize Your Real Estate

Reduce your real estate footprint without sacrificing people’s 
comfort with Nevi Link. More people can sit at Nevi Link, and 
they can do so comfortably with the sit-to-stand benches’ 
ergonomic features.  

The cable trough’s interior is purposefully painted black to draw attention away  

from cords and blend seamlessly with the rest of the design.



Invest in Your People

Scale Nevi Link to any application with multiple configurations 
and options for cable management. Nevi’s efficient design 
means you have more to invest in the spaces and tools people 
need to thrive—collaborative settings with a residential vibe, 
multi-functional conference rooms, or more sit-to-stand desks.  

About Brian Alexander

To Brian Alexander, getting a design right is more about 
perfecting human interaction than aesthetics. “If something  
is done right, it’s complete with the minimum amount of bits, 
but at the same time, it leaves itself open to growth, like a 
plant.” Alexander’s minimalist design approach is evident 
in Nevi Link, a sit-to-stand bench that helps people stay 
comfortable as they work and empowers organizations to  
make efficient use of their real estate. And because of it’s 
streamlined yet flexible design, Nevi Link gives organizations 
the agility to add screens, storage, and technology support  
as people’s needs evolve. Brian Alexander

An investment in Nevi Link gives you the freedom to add screens, storage,  

technology support, and more. 



Options

For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call 888 443 4357.
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High-Density Cable Tray 

Trough-Mounted Screen

Basic Cable Trough

Monitor Arms

Cable Trough

End-of-Run Screen

Simple Touch Switch

CPU Holders

Cable Channel

Gallery Panel

Enhanced Cable Trough

Keyboard Supports

Cable Tray

Ubi Slim Screen

Intuitive Paddle

External Cable Manager

Markerboard

Logic Mini


